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OBJECTIVES
→ Improve language skills to enable good communication for a study programme abroad
→ Develop intercultural skills for successful integration in France

PROGRAMME
→ Intensive FRENCH classes
→ 20 hours in total + 10 hours of independent learning
→ 9h00 - 13h00 at ICN Business School (Nancy) with a teacher / afternoons
are dedicated to self-learning activities

GROUP 1 - A1 / A2 LEVEL

GROUP 2 - B1 / B2 LEVEL

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVES

→ Be able to introduce yourself and enter into initial
conversation with others
→ Interact simply in day-to-day situations

→ Expand knowledge of everyday language
→ Acquire the basics for successful professional
communication
→ Participate actively in student life

PROGRAMME
→ Learn to introduce yourself; phonetics, distinction between
the written and the spoken word
→ Recognise and communicate personal details
→ Count and measure; communicate numerical information
→ Find your way around town and ask for directions, take
public transport
→ Interact in shops; ask the price of something, ask for
information, exchange something
→ Go to a restaurant; order a meal, request and pay the bill
→ Talk about tastes, preferences and habits
→ Express feelings and needs
→ Give an opinion, agree and disagree
→ Learn basic vocabulary related to student life

PROGRAMME
→ Participate in usual conversation on topics such as family,
hobbies and travel
→ Give an opinion and be able to back it up
→ Widen vocabulary related to different business fields
and the areas of focus for a business school such as HR,
marketing, finance, supply chain etc.
→ Extend oral and written lexical knowledge, appropriate for
communicating in an academic context
→ Discover student life in France through restaurants,
campus life and clubs and societies
→ Understand and discuss subjects relating to current affairs
and the media
→ Communicate on social media in French; connect and
forge friendships within the ICN community

FORMAT
1 week from 22th to 26th of August 2022
Price : 360€
Registrations until the 8th of August & information: studyabroad@icn-artem.com +33 (0)3 54 50 25 25

